
Viv Higher Ed Landing 
Page Toolkit



HigherEducation

Landing Pages for 
Higher Education Marketing: A Toolkit

Get more leads and improve your lead 
conversions! This college and university landing 
page toolkit for student recruitment includes: 

● Landing page checklist that walks you through how to 
build a landing page for student recruitment

● Competitor slides from universities and colleges in the 
U.S. and abroad

● Landing page performance data to help you improve 
your lead generation and conversions
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HigherEducation

The average conversion rate for higher education 
landing pages is 4.4%, going up to 6.8% for online 
certificate programs.
(Source: 2021 Conversion Benchmark Report, Unbounce)

Improve Your Results!

Use this toolkit to create a successful school or 
program landing page.

This toolkit can also help you identify gaps in 
your digital recruitment and enrollment 
marketing strategies.

How Do You Compare?
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Have I considered which channel a prospect used to find my 
landing page? Did they come through a brand awareness or lead 

generation campaign? 

Presumably, not all prospects will find your landing page through 
the same channel. 

Understand the value of utilizing different tactics for reaching 
prospects at different points in the marketing funnel.

Traffic Sources

☐ Email

☐ Paid social

☐ Organic social

☐ Paid search

☐ Organic search

☐ Other_______
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Harvard’s Instagram promotion (left) is 
more about creativity, and their LinkedIn 
promotion (right) focuses on skill, 
certification, and time. They understand 
the platforms!

Tone & Emotion
The tone of my landing page promotion matches my channel:

☐ Yes ☐ No

For example, are you 
advertising on Instagram 
(more creative vibe) or 
LinkedIn (professional 
development emphasis)?
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Vanderbilt’s LinkedIn ad 
(right) emphasizes the idea 
of being “influential,” while 
their landing page (left) 
stresses “positive change.” 
Which is it? There is a lack 
of consistency.

Consistency & Specificity
My landing page copy is specific 

to the message, offer, and tone of my ad, post, or email:

☐ Yes ☐ No
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Fast Fact: 100% of 
bestselling fiction 
authors write at or 
below a 9th grade 
level.

(Source: Contently)

Readability

You can use 
readability tools like 
Online Utility or 
readable.

I checked the readability score of my copy 
to make sure it’s at or below a 9th grade level:

☐ Yes ☐ No
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I know the traffic temperature of prospects visiting my landing page: 

☐ Yes ☐ No

Temperature affects how you talk to prospects 
and what you ask of them.

Read the Room

☐ Hot 

They’re on my email list for 
prospects and have maybe 
even clicked on Apply Now 
a couple of times without 
converting.

☐ Lukewarm 

They may have seen a few of 
my institution’s or program’s 
ads, or even clicked on an ad 
or webpage, but left without 
providing their contact 
information. 

☐ Cold 

They haven’t heard of my 
institution or program, but 
might be using general 
program search terms that 
match mine. 
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☐ Low-threat 
= Cold leads 
= Request Information

☐ Moderate-threat 
= Lukewarm leads 
= Attend a Live                  
   Q&A Webinar

☐ High-threat 
= Hot leads 
= Register Here

My primary CTA matches my traffic temperature:

☐ Yes ☐ No

Appropriate Primary Call-To-Action

We made a 
CTA for each 
threat level 
on a Tufts 
landing page.
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Secondary Call-To-Action
I have a secondary CTA that is always “Apply Now”: 

☐ Yes ☐ No

This trend is unique to higher education. But make sure your secondary 
CTA is not boring like this! (Our next slide explains why.) In terms of design 
and placement, it shouldn’t upstage the primary CTA.

Colorado Mesa University 
splits their primary CTA (left) 
to give prospects more 
choice and fewer form fields. 

Their secondary CTA doesn’t 
overshadow it; the primary 
CTA literally covers the 
secondary (Apply Now) 
while you scroll down!
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We’ve all seen too many “Request Info” and “Apply 
Now” buttons! Regis University offers a creative 
solution for this, replacing “Request Info” with “Open 
Your Affordability Guide.”

“Apply Now” buttons can be elevated in the context 
of an application fee waiver or early application 
scholarship. 

Example: Apply Now for Early Application 
Scholarship!

Think how you can provide a resource or sense of 
urgency to your prospects.

Call-To-Action Language
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Privacy Policy as Credibility
I have a link to my institution’s information privacy policy in small font 

right below the primary CTA button: 

☐ Yes ☐ No

Victoria University of 
Wellington does a 
nice job with their 
privacy policy text.

Most prospects will never click on this, but having one is a credibility 
indicator. This is extra important if you’re marketing to prospects in 
Europe, where strict legislation on this was instituted in 2018: Regulation 
(EU) 2018/1725.
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Easy Access to Multiple Forms of Contact
I have a section with clickable phone number and email 

for prospects to ask any questions: 

☐ Yes ☐ No

This is also a great place to offer live chat, if your school has it!

We replaced Tufts’ global navigation with a simple 
header with clickable phone number and email. 
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Fast Fact: removing the navigation 
menu can increase signups by 100%!
(Source: VWO.com)

Remove Navigation Buttons
I have removed global navigation from my landing page: 

☐ Yes ☐ No

Remove any extra links. Suppress your global navigation (header AND footer). 
Remove the links from logos, etc. You don’t want prospects to click away 
from your CTAs.

Biola University should remove their global 
navigation at the top of the page. It’s very 
distracting.
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Clear Value Proposition
The value proposition I’m offering appears in the landing page 

heading and is reinforced by statistics and social proof: 

☐ Yes ☐ No

Your key selling point appears in the heading (and is NOT just a program name; looking at you 
University of San Francisco). The statistics and testimonials should also reinforce this key point. Harvard’s 
heading emphasizes that the cache of their rankings and reputation are accessible online (good!).
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Messaging Around Skills and 
Problem Solving

My messaging focuses on skills students will acquire 
and problems they will learn to solve: 

☐ Yes ☐ No

Victoria University of Wellington hits a home run 
here, bringing multiple points together in one video: 
community, problem solving, and faculty experts.

Fast Fact: Copy that uses 
positive emotion 
(joy/anticipation) performs 
lower than copy that highlights 
the problems your institution/ 
program solves.

(Source: 2021 Conversion Benchmark 
Report, Unbounce)
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Yes, really. Test this on an 
unsuspecting friend or 
family member! More 
points if they fit your 
target demographic.

Fast Fact: adjusting your 
landing page headline with a 
5-second test can improve 
readability by 233%

(Source: Unbounce)

5-Second Test
Someone unfamiliar with my campaign understands the key 

selling point and offer with only 5 seconds to review: 

☐ Yes ☐ No
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6-Foot Test
I can read the headline on the landing page 

while standing 6 feet away from my desktop/laptop:

☐ Yes ☐ No

We created a simple but 
loud-and-clear headline 
for Tufts that provides 
the who (leaders), what 
(leadership training), 
why (career and impact), 
and how (online). 
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It shouldn’t be overly coordinated with the color theme!

Fast Fact: a high-contrast CTA button can increase conversion by 38%!
(Source: Klientboost)

High-Contrast Button
My CTA button color is high contrast with the rest of my landing page: 

☐ Yes ☐ No

Arkansas State University’s blue button stands out 
from the rest of the design (red/gray/white). 
However, it is a bit overshadowed by the chat box 
and hashtag, which don’t need to be so large.
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More fields usually lose people – except when they don’t. Good multi-step forms 
track micro-conversions and get prospects invested. Psychologically, you’re more 
likely to make a large commitment once you’ve made a small commitment. 

Streamlined Form or Multi-step Form?
My lead form is narrowed to the most critical fields, 

such as name and email: 

☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ Multi-step form tracking micro-conversions

Academy of Art University’s form has a great arrow to 
draw the eye and useful multi-step fields for prospects 
searching for “art programs.” Create fields that make 
prospects feel they’ll get the most specific and 
relevant information. A multi-step form should benefit 
them, not you. Make sure you follow through with 
specifics after they provide you with trust.
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Campus shots can demonstrate history and prestige, diversity, or innovation, 
depending on the shot/campus. Showing the learning community or the technology 
can also be important. Ultimately, what you show depends on your audience. 
(See slide 27 for more on that!)

Hero Image
I have a large, high-quality image as a header 

that reflects my key selling point: 

☐ Yes ☐ No

University of Colorado Boulder knows one of their 
key selling points is their gorgeous location. (Nice 
hero image!) However, this graduate program 
landing page could be strengthened with a 
header that gives a value proposition specific to 
their institution.
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This could be a quote from and photo of a 
student/alumna, a video testimonial, 
reviews with star ratings, a photo and short 
blurb on an expert or influential person 
recommending your school or program, etc.

If you have a lot, you can put them in a 
slider!

Visual Social Proof

I have social proof on my landing page that includes a visual:

☐ Yes ☐ No

This nice example from Audencia Business 
School provides a face with career results (at 
Google!) and calls in high-achieving prospects 
in marketing.
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This can be rankings, badges, accreditations, awards, etc. graphic 
representations of quality. 

Visual Quality Indicators
I have a quality indicator represented visually on my landing page:

☐ Yes ☐ No

Academy of Art University does 
an excellent job visually 
representing quality via career 
outcomes. They also have a 
great Start Here button that 
follows you down the page, 
reminding you to act.
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Make sure to speak to the 
problem(s) students want to solve 
by attending your school/program.

Focus on Learning Outcomes
I have included a short program or course description that is focused 

on what graduates will be able to do:

☐ Yes ☐ No

In our work for Tufts, we avoided inspirational 
text and focused on skills acquired and 
concrete proof of those skills.
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Mention scholarships, early application and 
registration incentives, or even creative resources. 

Traditional & Creative Financial Resources
I have included basic financial info, 

highlighting things that make it easier to enroll: 

☐ Yes ☐ No

We provided professional development program 
prospects at Tufts with a downloadable letter to 

send to employers justifying the cost for 
professional development.
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Thank-you pages are almost as 
important as landing pages. They 
determine whether prospects feel you 
respect their time. Avoid a generic 
thank-you page and provide access to 
an additional resource specific to their 
program of interest. 

Maintain the specific style, tone, and 
message of the channel and landing 
page. And whatever you do, don’t just 
redirect to your homepage!

Avoid Thank-You Page Faux Pas
Prospects who complete the lead generation form are directed 

to a campaign-specific thank-you page:

☐ Yes ☐ No

Pepperdine has a 
personalized page 
with three different 
ways to reach out to 
your specific 
enrollment officer. 
We received a call 
from her 2 minutes 
later!
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Of course, only check the boxes that apply to your goals!

☐ Domestic undergraduate students

Emphasize:

● In-Person Program: how to take a college tour virtually or in-person, sense of 
community

● Online Program: quality indicators like accreditations, rankings, awards; online 
student/alumni accomplishments (project samples, work accomplishments, etc. 
hard evidence of quality output)

● Both: problems the program or course helps students solve, career results, chat 
with current students/alumni

One Landing Page Per Audience
I have a slightly different landing page 

for each of my target audiences:
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☐ Domestic parents
Emphasize: scholarship/financial aid info, career outcomes, sense of 
community

☐ International parents
Emphasize: scholarship/financial aid info, rankings and career outcomes, 
safety (if in-person)

☐ School counselors
Emphasize: retention and student success data
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☐ Domestic graduate 
students

Emphasize:

● In-Person: subject-specific 
facilities/resources

● Online: quality indicators like 
rankings, accreditations, 
awards; meet a leading faculty 
member online

● Both: career outcomes, 
financial aid, faculty

☐ International graduate 
students

Emphasize:

● In-Person: visa benefits 
(opportunities to stay after 
graduation), subject-specific 
facilities/resources, welcoming 
professional environment

● Online: quality indicators like 
accreditations and awards; meet a 
leading faculty member online

● Both: rankings, funding 
opportunities, faculty
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☐ Visiting students
Emphasize: transfer credit info

☐ Adult professionals
Emphasize: career and salary data, networking 
opportunities

☐ Employers
Emphasize: roster of companies, skill-sets, any statistics 
on retention or diversity, equity, and inclusion

☐ Lifelong learners
Emphasize: course description and faculty
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You can test things like long-form 
content vs. short-form content, 
different header images, a 
streamlined lead form vs. a 
multi-step form that tracks 
micro-conversions, etc. 

Only test one variable at a time, of 
course, because…science!

Fast Fact: Only 17% of marketers 
use landing page A/B tests to 
improve conversion rates. (Source: 
HubSpot)

Always A/B Test
I am using A/B testing for each of my landing pages 

to learn more about what my prospects want: 

☐ Yes ☐ No
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Make sure to research competitor 
keywords, established keywords, and new 
keywords. This is especially important for 
your headings and main paragraph.

If you’re new to keyword research, start 
with Google’s Keyword Planner. You can 
follow up with similarweb and 
Ubersuggest.

Keywords
I have done basic keyword research:  

☐ Yes ☐ No
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Fast Fact: In a survey conducted by 
Databox, 70% of respondents said SEO is 
better than PPC for generating sales. 
(Source: Hubspot)

SEO
I have placed appropriate SEO keywords 
into headings, intro text, and metadata:

☐ Yes ☐ No
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This can tell you a lot about the strengths and 
weaknesses of your page. Use a standard 
Google Analytics setup with on-page metrics.

Pixels
My landing page is using pixels to track how visitors are engaging 

on the page and when they submit forms:

☐ Yes ☐ No
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Remember what we learned about channels and 
traffic temperature? Make sure you have a plan to 
remarket to those cold prospects who didn’t 
complete your form the first time!

Remarketing
I have a remarketing campaign for visitors who don’t convert:

☐ Yes ☐ No
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Your toolbox just got an upgrade! You now have solid examples, data, and 
recommendations to help you build your next set of landing pages. 

Remember: any box checked “no” offers a great opportunity for growth!

 Want some help checking off those “yes” boxes?
Get your questions answered and brainstorm quick wins during a free call with our 

Co-Founder and Lead Strategist, Suzan Brinker, PhD! Email suzan@vivwebs.com to 
schedule a call.

Congratulations!
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vivhighered.com
suzan@vivwebs.com

Thank you!
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